
 

This Amazon dam is supposed to provide
clean energy, but it's destroying livelihoods
and unique species

November 1 2021, by Brian Garvey, Sonia Magalhaes

  
 

  

Damaged trees as a result of dam construction. Credit: Xingu Vivo, Author
provided

The Volta Grande region of the Amazon is a lush, fertile zone supplied
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by the Xingu River, whose biodiverse lagoons and islands have earned its
designation as a priority conservation area by Brazil's Ministry of the
Environment.

But a recent decision by the Federal Regional Court in the state of Pará,
Brazil, allows the continuing diversion of water from the Xingu River to
the Belo Monte hydroelectric dam complex—rather than to local
indigenous fishing communities. This is a disaster for the ecosystems
and people of the Volta Grande.

The ruling, which reversed a temporary order for river diversion to be 
suspended, means that 80% of Xingu River flow will continue to be
diverted away from the communities of Volta Grande. This impedes the
main transport route for many indigenous people who live along the river
and reduces fish diversity, compromising food security and livelihoods.

The decision also alters the river's flood and ebb cycles. In addition to
their importance for species' reproduction and agriculture, these cycles
guide local social, cultural and economic activity.

According to the Federal Public Ministry, which is appealing the
decision, this marks the seventh time the superior court has overturned
previous legal decisions in favor of the construction and energy
corporation Norte Energia, which owns Belo Monte.

Our team carried out research on the dam complex's impacts in 2017
with the Brazilian Society for the Advancement of Science. We found
persistent violations of the rights of traditional communities linked to
Belo Monte, especially regarding their forced displacement from areas
destined to form the dam's reservoir.

In response, a spokesperson for Norte Energia said that the company has
always operated in compliance with the environmental licensing for Belo
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https://archive.internationalrivers.org/pt-br/resources/resposta-das-organiza%C3%A7%C3%B5es-do-movimento-xingu-vivo-para-sempre-ao-sr-ministro-edison-lob%C3%A3o
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/environmental-conservation/article/abs/deforestation-and-conservation-in-major-watersheds-of-the-brazilian-amazon/47932329C4217F856D27A6C3151C0015
https://www.power-technology.com/projects/belomontehydroelectr/
https://phys.org/tags/river+diversion/
https://news.mongabay.com/2021/06/brazils-belo-monte-dam-struggle-for-the-volta-grande-enters-a-new-phase-commentary/
https://www.pri.org/stories/2021-04-07/plan-divert-water-brazils-belo-monte-dam-threatens-indigenous-peoples-and
https://www.internationalrivers.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/86/2020/06/belo_sun_open_veins_english_summary-1.pdf
http://www.mpf.mp.br/
https://www.aquiacontece.com.br/index.php/noticia/meio-ambiente/05/08/2021/mpf-vai-recorrer-da-setima-suspensao-de-seguranca-concedida-pelo-trf1-em-favor-de-belo-monte/167058
https://www.bnamericas.com/en/company-profile/norte-energia-sa-norte-energia
http://portal.sbpcnet.org.br/livro/belomonte.pdf
http://portal.sbpcnet.org.br/en/


 

Monte, and that all actions undertaken by Norte Energia were evaluated
and approved by the environmental licensing agency IBAMA.

Belo Monte

Belo Monte is a hydroelectric complex formed by two dams. The first
dam ensures sufficient water flow through the second one for electricity
generation.

Marketed as supplying "clean energy," the complex meets the industrial
demands of the southern and north-eastern regions of Brazil. However,
this appears to only refer to reductions in emissions, which themselves
have been countered by evidence of increased greenhouse gas emissions
from dams.
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https://thebrazilbusiness.com/article/introduction-to-ibama
https://e360.yale.edu/features/how-a-dam-building-boom-is-transforming-the-brazilian-amazon
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1462901115000519?via%3Dihub


 

Flooding and deforestation in the region has been linked to the Belo Monte
complex. Credit: Verena Glass, Author provided

In response to these claims, the Norte Energia spokesperson said that
hydroelectric power plants are expected to emit greenhouse gases. These
emissions have been considered in Belo Monte's Environmental Impact
Assessment and are being compensated through initiatives including
restoring local native vegetation and investments in conservation.

What's more, the complex only generates 40% (4,571 megawatts) of its
11,233 megawatt capacity due to the large seasonal changes in flow rate
of the Xingu River. A 2009 analysis predicted that the variability of the
river's flow—that reaches up up to 23 million liters per second under
natural conditions—would result in unreliable energy generation and
conflict over water use.

Although IBAMA judged in 2019 that efforts to mitigate the dam's
impact were insufficient to prevent marked ecological disruption, it
permitted continuing diversion of water in February 2021.

As a result, the annual river cycles that sustained communities for
generations have been destroyed along more than 120km of the Volta
Grande.
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https://www.xinguvivo.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Belo_Monte_Painel_especialistas_EIA.pdf


 

  

The impacted area (in yellow) of the Volta Grande and the Xingu River (Rio
Xingu), downstream of the Belo Monte dam complex. Credit: Instituto
Socioambiental

A fisherman we interviewed warned, "These children of ours … won't
have the privileges that we had, and can learn nothing, I guarantee that.
There's nowhere for them now."

The transformation of the region has resulted in the flooding of areas
above the dam and droughts to areas below, as well as significantly
decreased fish populations and destruction of fish nurseries.

A survey carried out by a team from the Federal University of Para in
two areas shortly after the river's flow was reduced also found the first
signs of disappearance of organisms like "sarobal": a type of vegetation
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https://www.socioambiental.org/en
https://www.socioambiental.org/en
http://sbpcacervodigital.org.br/handle/20.500.11832/2441
https://revistas.ufpr.br/made/article/view/45595/28090
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/FIGURA-6-Ecossistema-denominado-localmente-Sarobal-Vegetacao-que-cresce-sobre_fig3_304365609


 

that grows on rocks in the Xingu river bed, fundamental for the
reproduction of many fish species.

A fisherwoman explained that sarobal "are resistant plants that when the
river is flooded, they are submerged, but they do not die … sarobal has a
lot of fruit and fish consume the fruit … I think almost every fish
depends on it."

Research found that these plants can withstand direct solar radiation,
extremely high temperatures and cycles of severe drought, making their
dwindling presence even more alarming.

  
 

  

The Belo Monte complex under construction. Credit: Anfri/Pixabay
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https://revistas.ufpr.br/made/article/view/45595/28090


 

  
 

  

Adult individuals of the armoured cat-fish (Loricariidae) endemic to Xingu
River show sunken eyes, lesions on the lips and fins, wounds on the skin and loss
of teeth. Credit: André Oliveira Sawakuchi, Author provided

Second project

The exploitation of this stretch of the Xingu River has been exacerbated
by a second threat to the Amazonian ecosystem. The planned
construction of Brazil's largest open-pit gold mine within the Belo Monte
dam area by Canadian company Belo Sun has been criticized for
providing environmental impact assessments that allegedly ignore serious
environmental contamination and violations of indigenous rights.

Now, groups campaigning against this project say they are subject to 
violent threats, although it has not been established who is behind this. A
local resident explained to researchers: "Here we feel intimidated. The
guys are really well armed, while we work just with our machete and our
hoe."

These claims appear to illustrate the stark power inequities in this region
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https://aida-americas.org/en/press/belo-sun-at-the-worst-moment-of-the-pandemic-brazilian-government-authorizes-in-person-meeting
https://www.internationalrivers.org/news/blog-belo-sun-signals-a-restart-but-controversial-gold-mining-project-in-the-amazon-remains-suspended-by-three-court-decisions/
https://xinguvivo.org.br/
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/profile/mar%C3%ADa-elena-de-araujo-silva


 

of Pará – the region with the highest number of attacks on indigenous
leaders in Brazil in recent years—as well as the broader social
consequences of energy creation schemes.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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